MOXI@Night 2022 is launching! On October 1, join MOXI as we look into the future of space exploration
during an unforgettable night of science under the stars.
Space has been called the final frontier, and humans’ fascination with space exploration has provided a
transformational lens through which to learn about our own planet. The study of weather, oceanography,
agriculture, population, geology, and climate change has all been vastly influenced by what we see from
space, expanding the boundaries of education and helping tackle scientific problems with unprecedented
speed, creativity, and precision. What are the next frontiers? And how will we reach them?
This year MOXI@Night will send your mind into orbit as we survey the future of space exploration
and how to prepare the next generation to dream big and reach for the stars. Our evening will include
a cosmic cocktail reception, a celestial rooftop dinner, and an inspiring discussion between featured
space experts. Finally, brought back by popular demand, there will be a silent disco for those who
have the momentum to party after dinner!
We hope you will join us in contemplating the modern-day space race, how public and commercial
endeavors influence space science efforts, and how the fascination with space continues to inspire
current and future generations to make the world a better place.
Please consider sponsoring and attending MOXI@Night 2022 for a stellar evening that will expand
our minds, dazzle our palates, and support MOXI’s mission to ignite learning through interactive
experiences in science and creativity.
Your critical sponsorship will launch an intergalactic night like no other and help ensure that every
child can reach the stars and beyond!
Sincerely,

Donna Barranco Fisher

Ginny Gates Lewis

Alixe Mattingly

CO -CH A I R S
Jill Chase
Marcia Cohen
Robin Gose

Richard Hutton
Doreen Ladin
Jill Levinson

Kirsten Cavendish Weston-Smith
Richard Weston-Smith
Amber Kaplan Sprague

CO MM I T T E E
Special recognition in all MOXI@Night materials is included at every level.
Please reply by July 22 to receive maximum recognition benefits and be recognized
on the MOXI@Night invitation—we hope you will join us!
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Expanding Opportunities + Inspiring the Future

You are invited to join us as a sponsor of MOXI@Night 2022,
an evening of science under the stars on MOXI’s stunning rooftop that will help
make STEAM learning accessible for thousands of children and families.

Sponsorship Opportunities
Saturday, October 1

Cocktails + Dinner | Conversation with Space Experts | Silent Disco Dancing

S PO N SOR S H I P O P POR T U N I T I E S

Supernova Sponsor $25,000

Solar Sponsor $5,000

Supports STEAM education for 30 school field trips + provides
Community Partner Memberships for nonprofits that serve
at-risk or underserved youth.

Supports STEAM education for 6 school field trips
+ supports community outreach.

1 Table for 10 guests with premium seating and private server
Champagne toast and VIP Bar + Valet Passes for all guests
Tour of Jet Propulsion Laboratory for 6
Tierra Luna Cellars Wine Club—2 shipments
30 Complimentary MOXI tickets (to donate to school or charity of choice)
Honorary 1-year Innovator Circle Membership for guests
Private star party for 10 (on a mutually agreeable date within one year)

Galactic Sponsor $10,000
Supports STEAM education for 10 school field trips +
provides Community Partner Memberships for nonprofits that
serve at-risk or underserved youth.
1 Table for 10 guests with preferred seating and private server
Champagne toast and 2 VIP Bar + Valet Passes
Tour of Jet Propulsion Laboratory for 2
Tierra Luna Cellars Wine Club—1 shipment
10 Complimentary MOXI tickets (to donate to school or charity of choice)
Honorary 1-year Innovator Circle Membership for guests

6 guests
Tierra Luna Cellars Wine—2 bottles
12 Complimentary MOXI tickets (to donate to school or charity of choice)
1-year Museum Membership for guests

Lunar Sponsor $3,000
Supports free admission for 150 teachers from
Santa Barbara + Ventura Counties.
4 guests
Tierra Luna Cellars Wine—1 bottle
12 Complimentary MOXI tickets (to donate to school or charity of choice)
1-year Museum Membership for guests

Stellar Sponsor $1,500
Supports STEAM education for 3 school field trips.
2 guests
4 Complimentary MOXI tickets (to donate to school or charity of choice)
1-year Museum Membership for guests

E X C LU S I V E U ND E RW R I T I NG O P POR T U N I T I E S
There are a limited number of exclusive underwriting opportunities available that offer prominent + unique logo recognition
for sponsors. Full list of benefits available upon request.

Entertainment Sponsor $10,000 (1 available)
Ignite minds and spark discussion by sponsoring a guest speaker.
Invitation Sponsor $5,000 (1 available)
Help build intrigue and excitement by underwriting the invitation.

Signature Cocktail Sponsor $5,000 (1 available)
Keep the party flying and ensure everyone has a great night!
Silent Disco Sponsor $5,000 (RESERVED)
Amplify the night and inspire everyone to celebrate.

C L I CK H E R E TO R E P LY
Please contact director of development, Amanda Allen at 805.770.5003 or amanda.allen@moxi.org with any questions.

